With the Orderman radio ordering system turnover grows 25 to 30 % per year.

LOS GRINGOS LOCOS has been around in Apache Jct, Arizona since 2002. Since 2004 it has run on the ORDERMAN radio ordering system. The original 3 handheldds have now become 9. That’s all there is to say. Here are the details:

A clear statement.
Really personal and stimulating... superb service and absolutely fine food... a pleasant atmosphere and everything top-notch. This is what Julio thought his restaurant should be. When it came to purchase

Orderman, the businessman had clear-cut demands and targets: Faster service for the guests. No double entries. No more going to the cashier. No more lining up for ordering. Faster table rotation. Orderman made his dream a reality.

Fewer waiters, better service.
During weekends before Orderman was used, 10 waiters were on duty in the Los Gringos Locos. Now, 7 or 8 suffice, and on weekdays, the staff is down from 8 to now 6. And the results are amazing. There are fewer of them around, but they are happier. Little wonder.

higher tips.
Guests love Orderman.
During weekends, the waiting time was around one hour. Due to Orderman it is now only 40 to 45 minutes. And:
Being able to pay with your credit card at the table, and get faster service is something our lunch guests really appreciate”, Julio says...... these are the pleasant facts.

15 instead of 10 tables per shift.
The initial jitters about the technology were quickly overcome. Today, Orderman is the first thing waiters ask for when starting their shifts. Less running for

more money because the new radio ordering system allows them to handle 15 tables instead of 10 while reducing entry errors. This is how you get popular with your staff.

Orderman and Aloha: A strong team.
„With Aloha, things are really running well for us, and when the Power Cards start to work properly, we are in for a perfect time “, adds Julio his Orderman dealer.

Los Gringos Locos
280 S. Phelps Drive
Apache Junction, AZ 85220
480-288-LOCO
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Caption:
„Orderman is the only way to expand your restaurant without adding rooms. Simply by increasing the table rotation“, summarizes Julio his experience with Orderman.

Hours of Operation:
Monday-Thursday
11am-9pm
Friday, Saturday
11am-10pm
Suday 4pm-9pm

www.orderman.com